**New Print & e-Books**

**FIB Task Group 5.3** *(FIB Bulletin 90; May 2019)*
- Externally applied FRP reinforcement for concrete structures.

**FIB Working Party 1.2.1** *(FIB Bulletin 91; Aug 2019)*
- Floating concrete structures: state-of-the-art report.

**FIB Task Group 2.1** *(FIB Bulletin 92; Sep 2019)*
- Serviceability limit state of concrete structures.

**Parkin, J.** *(2018)*
- Designing for cycle traffic: international principles and practice.

**James, G. et al** *(2018)*
- Advanced modern engineering mathematics. 5th ed.

**Martinez Pañeda, E.** *(2018)*
- Strain gradient plasticity-based modeling of damage and fracture.

**Abeysekera, A.** *(2015)*
- *What’s the small idea? Innovation and risk culture in government.*

**Altenbach, H. et al** *(2018)*
- Mechanics of composite structural elements. 2nd ed.

**Barbero, Ever J.** *(2018)*
- Introduction to composite materials design. 3rd ed.

**Chawla, K. K.** *(2012)*
- Composite materials: science and engineering. 3rd ed.

**Reddy, J. N.** *(2004)*
- Mechanics of laminated composite plates and shells: theory and analysis. 2nd ed.

**Lee, A.** *(2016)*
- Geotechnical finite element analysis: a practical guide.

**Shukla, S. K.** *(2014)*
- Core principles of soil mechanics.

**Schofield, A. & Haigh, S.** *(2018)*
- Disturbed soil properties and geotechnical design. 2nd ed.

**Bhattacharya, S., Orense, R. P. & Lombardi, D.** *(2019)*
- Seismic design of foundations: concepts and applications.

**Tatiya, R.** *(2017)*
- Civil excavations and tunnelling: a practical guide. 2nd ed.
New Print & e-Books
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Latest Print Issues

Civil Engineering (ASCE). (January 2020) 90 (1).
LOCATION: LATEST ISSUES DISPLAY

Civil Engineering (ASCE). (February 2020) 90 (2).
LOCATION: LATEST ISSUES DISPLAY

Civil Engineering Surveyor. (December/January 2020).
LOCATION: LATEST ISSUES DISPLAY

Concrete: the magazine of The Concrete Society. (December 2020) 54 (1).
LOCATION: LATEST ISSUES DISPLAY

Concrete Engineering International. (January 2020) 54 (1).
LOCATION: LATEST ISSUES DISPLAY

LOCATION: LATEST ISSUES DISPLAY ONLINE

GEOFIZIKA. (February 2020) 36 (3).
LOCATION: LATEST ISSUES DISPLAY ONLINE

LOCATION: LATEST ISSUES DISPLAY

Modern Railways. (January 2020) 77 (850).
LOCATION: LATEST ISSUES DISPLAY

Modern Railways. (February 2020) 77 (851).
LOCATION: LATEST ISSUES DISPLAY

Modern Railways. (March 2020) 77 (852).
LOCATION: LATEST ISSUES DISPLAY
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Latest Print Issues

New Steel Construction. (January 2020) 28 (1)
LOCATION: LATEST ISSUES DISPLAY ONLINE (Jan)

New Steel Construction. (February 2020) 28 (2)
LOCATION: LATEST ISSUES DISPLAY ONLINE (Feb)

LOCATION: LATEST ISSUES DISPLAY ONLINE

The Structural Engineer. (February 2020) 98 (2)
LOCATION: LATEST ISSUES DISPLAY ONLINE

LOCATION: LATEST ISSUES DISPLAY

Emerging Economies 2020 (THE supplement, Feb 2020)
LOCATION: LATEST ISSUES DISPLAY ONLINE

Times Higher Education. (Jan-Feb 2020) 2440-2448.
LOCATION: LATEST ISSUES DISPLAY ONLINE

Online Documents / Resources

LOCATION: ONLINE

LOCATION: ONLINE

Civil & Environmental Engineering Library: January - February 2020